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Schlicht functions with a quasieonformal extension

l. Let f be a schlicht analytic function in lzl > I with a power series
expansion f(") : z * ao * atlz + . . . A simple geometric argument
shows that the coefficients satisfy the inequality 2 nla*12 { I (»X'lächen-
satz»).

In this paper we introd.uce the additional hypothesis that / possesses
a quasiconformal extension to the unit disc. More exactly, / is assumed
to be homeomorphic in the ryhole plane and a generalized "t2-solution of a
Beltrami differential equation fr: #f, in lzl < 1 , where lp@) l< k < 1 .
tr'rom a representation of / by means of a generalized Cauchy integral
formula which takes account of the quasiconformal extension we deduce
that the X'lächensatz is then valid in the form Z nla"lz < fr2. The estimate
is sharp, equality holding if and only if f("):z * ao! arfz in lzl> l,
f("):z*aolarE in lzl <I.

This result allows some immediate conclusions. From the spocial case

lorl < fr it follows that, every conformal mapping / of lzl > I having
a quasiconformal continuation rrith ip@)i < k satisfies the inequality
sup (lzl2 - t;z lSy(z)l < 64, rvhele St: $"lf')' -*ff'ff')z denotes the
Schwarzian derivative of /. From lorl S A we can also ded,uce results
for functions / schlicht in the unit disc arrd with the standard normaliza-
fion f(z) - z { ezzz * . . . X'or instance, if f admits a quasiconformal
extension such that lp@)l < ft and "f(*) : oo, then larl { 2k. These
estimates are also sharp and extremal functions can be determined.

Added to the proof. After this work had already been surrendered for
publication, an important paper by Reiner Kiihnau appeared (Yeruer-
rungssätze und Koeffizientenbedingungen vom Gnrrrskyschen T1p fAr
quasikonforme Abbildu::gen, Math. Nachr. 48 (1971), containing most of
the results presented here. Kiihnau's main theorems are more general,
and so our proofs, rather different from those of Kiihnau, are perhaps
more straightforward.

2. Let f be a schlicht analy,tic furction in lz | > I rrith the development
f("):z*eo+atlz +..., and with a quasiconformal extension to the
plane. Then / possesses generalized Lz-derivatives, and Pompeiu's formula



can be applied to / in every finite disc. consequently, if z is a point in

a disc l(l < g, then

r(")-":) [19--e de -! [[{,r(c) 0,.: 
znt,,l_n, -, 

w5 
" /r!,C - "*""

where do denotes the euclidean element of area. Here rve can let Q + 6,
since /(() - 6 tends to t'he finite limit ao as ( * oo, and ,f;(6) : 0 if
16l > l. Hence,

(r) f(z)-:-,<,:+tl*0,"
l,'i < 1
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for every finite z.

Differentiation with respect, to z gives

(2) f,(z)-L:(Hf,)(z)
almost everywhere, where ä,

(Hf,) (z): _ 
+ l,l,{$,do,,

is the two-dimensional Hilbert-transformation. (For the proof of (2) and

the interpretation of the singular integral in the definition of l/ v'e refer

to [2].)
Since the Hilberb-transformation is an isomeLry in L2, we have

(B) llv,rtr*: ll t(Hf,)(z)tzdo,

l,l <1

where the right-hand irrtegral is extencled over the '§'hole plaue.

3. Making use of the aboYe formu.lae (I-3) \1-e can no\v establish our

X'lächensatz:
Theorem. Let f,

(4) f("):z*r-o*T*ff+...,
be a schli,cht analyti,c functi,on in lzl > I with a quasiconformal ertensi,on

to the plane such that lp@)l < k. Then

(5) 2*@^l' < k' ,
n:l

ui,th equal,i,ty if ann, onlg i,f
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(6) f(z\ -t" 
+ o'{ a'lz for lzl> t 't'r - \z ! ao{ arZ fo, lzl < l.

Proof . By the classical X'lächensat'2, the area of the set of values omitted
by the restriction of / to lal > I equals n(L - Znla"l?). Now this is
the area of the image of the unit disc under the extended /. Hence, ex-
pressing the Jacobian of / in terms of the complex derivatives, we obtain

f f @

| | ut,t"ll' - lf,@)1z)ito : n(r - Z.nloÅ') .

JJn:l
I,l <r

Since /r:p/, almost everywhere in lzl < I and lp(")l< k, it follows
that

(7) ![' 2h @

" J J lf,(z)lzdo =f-Q -l,nla"lz) '

l,l <r
fn order to derive a lon'er estimate for the above integral we first

conclude from (3) and (2) that

(8) l l v,otr* : l l tf,k) - Ltzd,o 2 l l v'a - ttnd,o .

lzjir l"l>1

Evaluating the right-hand integral in terms of the coefficients in (4) we
obtain

(e) 
å,n,o^,, =: I I ',f,(z)izcto .

iu,<l

In conjunction with (7), this implies (5).

X'or the function (6) rre have p(z) : at for every z, lzl < l, so that
(5) holds as a,n equalitv.

Suppose, on the other hand, that / is a function for which (5) is true
&s an equality. lVe then have equality in (8), which is only possible if
f,(*) :1 almost everywhere in lz) < l. In this case, fr: p, a.e., ar;'d

(I) becomes

(ro) r(z):z*ao.: I Ifl*,.
l,'i < r

Here

,p(z):1 f f !§)-do,' * J J z - C*"t
lfi <1
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defines a function rp with generalized Z2-derivatives, since / has such
derivatives. From (10) it follo'vrs that

g,:f,-I:0, lpz:fz:F

almost ever5rurhere in lrl < L We conclude Lhat rp is an anal;rtic function
of z in the unit disc and ,p' : i a.e. Since we must also have equality
in (7), lp@)l: ft almost ever)rwhere. Thus [', having a constant absolute
value, is constant. Consequentl5z, p is constant in lzl < l, and (6) follows
from (10) by direct computation.

Geometrically, (5) can be expressed as follo'rvs: f maps the unit disc

onto u d,omain with area :>- n(L - k2). Equality holds only for the functions
(6).

4. X'or our applications the following special case is sufficient.
Corollary 7. Under the hypotheses of the Theorem,

( 11) Ia, I <k,
wi,th equali,ty only for the functions (6).

Proof. The inequality (11) is of course a special case of (5). \Ve remark,
however, that (1f) can be cLerived without the use of the Hilbert-trans-
formation. fn fact, multiplying both sides of (I) by z and ietting z-> @

we obtain

I
a,:Årt

Hence,

| | re')ao '

l(l <1

=: Il
i'l <t

'rarl' lf{z)l'do,

which replaces the stronger inequalitv (9). I'rom (7) \ye see that

2k

and (If) follows.

5. ft is well known that the Schwarzian derivative B7 of a conformal
mapping / of lzl > 1 satisfies the inequality (lzl'- r)' lSr(z)l < 6.

Corollary I yields immediately the follorving generalization important in
the theory of Teichmtiller spaces:

:ll
lrl <1
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Corollary 2. Let f be a schli,cht analyti,c functi,on in lzl < I with a
quas'i,conformal, ertens,ion to the plane such that lp@)l < k. ?hen

(lri, - I)rl§r(e) I < Gk

for eaerg z, lzl > l. Equal,i,ty hold,s at the point z if and, only if f is a
li,near transformation, ol g * kf g, where g is a conformal self-mappi,ng of
the erter,ior of the unit d,isc with gtole at z.

Proof. Given a point, zr, lzol > 1, let g be a conformal self-mapping
of lzl > t withpoleat zo.By choosingalineartransformation å suitably
.we achieve that ö:h"f "g-r has a development z*arlz+...
Considering the transformation rules for the Schwarzian derivative we have

(12)

(13)

Since ö has a quasiconformal extension to the plane such that the
supremum of the absolute value of the complex dilatation agrees with
sup lp(z)|, it thus follows from (13) and Corollary I that

(lzol'- r;zl§r(zo)l :lim (16i, - 1)ri§d(6)l : Glarl < Gk.

Equality holds in (12) if and only if $(z) - z I arfz. Erom this we
conclude that the extremal functions are as asserted.

ft follows from the continuity of the left hand expression in (12) that
(I2) is true at, z : @ also. Equality holds if and only if / is a linea,r trans-
formation of zl kei'e12, rl real.

6. A trick well knorn in the classical theory of schlicht functions makes
it possible to derive from (1I) an estimate for the second coefficient of a
function norma,lized and schliclit in the rurit disc.

Corollary 3. Let f,

l@):z{urzz*...,
be a schl,icht analyti,c functi,on in the uni.t disc uith a quasiconformal, ertension
to the gilane suck that lp@)l < k. Then

1

az*/( *)(14)

The bounil 'is sltarp,
Proof. The function h,

h(z)

defined by

/I IVizI-- - I

\/tt l*\ - f(*)l '

is a schlicht analytic function in izl > | and possesses a quasiconformal
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continuation to the plane such that the supremum of the absolute value

of the complex dilatation is equal to sup lp(z)1. Furthermore,

h(z):"_+(,,.å) |*
Hence, (I4) follows from Corollary I'

Extremal functions can easily be determined. The term t//(m) is

essential, as is shown, for instance, by the function zl$ - z).

If /(oo): oo, then lorl ! 2k. Since (6) is the only extremal function
in Corollary l, we have equality here if and only if / is a modified Koebe

function,
d

f@ : 
1r tr;p4 ,

in the unit disc, with the extension

zZf("):@+kr"6,
for lzl 2 t.

7. From (14) we obtain the following result: Let f be a quasiconformal

self-mapping of the unit disc, lt @)l < k, which keeps every boundary
point fixed. Then

(15) lf(o)l <2k.
This estimate follows from the observation that the function ä,

(z for lzl <1,
h(z) : l rtrrto for rzl.- t,

satisfies the conditions of Corollar5z 3. tr'or ä, the coefficiett' a, is zero,

and so (ra) implies (15).

The estimate (15) is asymptotically correct. Teichmiiller l3l has proved

that
/ r\

max l/(0)l - ,-t (ar cosh 7/ ,

where r(r) is the conformal modulus of the unit disc slit along the segment

{rl0<r1r}. Since

a,s k * 0, (15) gives a good estimate for small values of k.
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8. Throughout the above representation we assumed that the given
schlicht analytic function possesses a quasiconformal extension. By a
theorem of Ahlfors a,nd Weill [1], a conformal mapping / of lzl > t can
be continued quasiconformally to the plane whenever

sup (lzl2 - l)rlBy(z)l < 2.

On the other hand, the validity of the condition

|"lr_r)rl§y(z)l <2
for every z, lzl ) l, is no longer sufficient. A counterexample is provided
by the function /,

l@):"e;i'
fn this case,

I t 1 '2't'' 12
uzl,- r;zlsr(z)l :ilr-;) (;:i) .,

However, the image of lzl : I is not a quasiconformal curve as it forms
a zero angle at, infinity.

On the boundary of the domain onto rvhich / maps lzl > t a peak
pointing inryards seems to imply a larger sup (lzl2 - t;zl§r(z)l than a
peak pointing outwards.

University of Helsinki and
Academy of X'inland
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